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Abstract

In this study we have investigated why diameters of tree stems, which are

approximately cylindrical, are often overestimated by mobile laser scanning.

This paper analyzes the physical processes when using ground-based laser

scanning that may contribute to a bias when estimating cylinder diameters

using circle-fit methods. A laser scanner simulator was implemented and

used to evaluate various properties, such as distance, cylinder diameter, and

beam width of a laser scanner-cylinder system to find critical conditions.

The simulation results suggest that a positive bias of the diameter estima-

tion is expected. Furthermore, the bias follows a quadratic function of one

parameter — the relative footprint, i.e., the fraction of the cylinder width il-

luminated by the laser beam. The quadratic signature opens up a possibility
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to construct a compensation model for the bias.

Keywords: Mobile laser scanning, Diameter estimation, Cylinder

measurement, Simulation, Terrestrial laser scanning, Circle fit methods,

Forest measurement, Tree stem diameter

1. Introduction1

Terrestrial Laser Scanning (TLS) and Mobile Laser Scanning (MLS) are2

promising methods for efficient collection of forest data such as stem diame-3

ters, positions, and stem profiles (Liang et al., 2016). These types of forest4

data can be used to calculate the economical value of the stock and used for5

planning purposes. Methods currently being developed for precision forestry6

require accurate information about individual trees (Holopainen et al., 2014).7

Furthermore, information about biomass and carbon storage can be used for8

environmental monitoring.9

Research on MLS for forestry applications is currently a topic of inter-10

est, while earlier research in MLS has come from fields such as robotics and11

mobile mapping (Fentanes et al., 2011; Rodŕıguez-Cuenca et al., 2015). A12

common approach to MLS is to use a line-laser scanner (2D laser scanner),13

where knowledge of the scanner movement is used to combine sequential 2D14

scans into a 3D point cloud. The line scanner can be handheld (Bauwens15

et al., 2016), car-mounted (Forsman et al., 2016), or mounted to a forest har-16

vester (Jutila et al., 2007; Hellström et al., 2012). Such systems can provide17

data cheaply, either by covering large forest areas in a short time or by pro-18

viding results as a by-product of forest operations (e.g., during harvesting or19

thinning). However, many studies of MLS report systematic overestimations20
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of tree stem diameter values ranging from a few percent to almost ninety21

percent e.g., (Jutila et al., 2007; Öhman et al., 2008; Hellström et al., 2012;22

Ringdahl et al., 2013; Kelbe et al., 2015; Kong et al., 2015), using either23

circle fit or angular stem width methods. The systematic overestimation can24

be due to multiple error sources, such as problems with delineation of stems25

from branches in the point cloud (Olofsson et al., 2014); partial stem visibil-26

ity (Bu and Wang, 2016); unsuitable methods for diameter estimation from27

the stem points (Pueschel et al., 2013); or errors in the point measurements28

by the laser scanner.29

The effect of point measurement errors has been investigated with re-30

spect to slopes in terrain models from aerial laser scanning (Schaer et al.,31

2007; Toth, 2009) and long range TLS (Fey and Wichmann, 2017), sloped32

or stepped surfaces giving a temporal spread of the pulse (Jutzi and Stilla,33

2003), and with respect to limitations in detail resolution for brick walls34

from terrestrial laser scanning (Pesci et al., 2011). Soudarissanane (2016)35

have studied how the errors in laser scanning are influenced by the scanning36

geometry, such as the distance and the angle of incidence to the reflecting37

surface. To our knowledge, the effect of point measurement errors on the38

estimation of parameters for cylindrical surfaces such as tree stems has not39

been previously published.40

The purpose of this study is twofold: 1) To characterize the error in a41

point measurement made by a laser scanner on a cylindrical surface and 2)42

to quantify the effect of the errors on the estimated cylinder diameters.43
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Table 1: Terminology used in this paper

Term Description

Point A 3D position calculated from a laser measurement

Pulse Unit of emitted light

Echo Reflection of a pulse

Signal Temporal properties of a pulse or an echo

Beam Spatial properties of a pulse or an echo

Ray Spatial discretization unit of a beam

Beam width α The width of ±2σ of the gaussian distributed intensity,

(Beam divergence) also called second moment or D4σ (ISO, 2016)

Angular separation β The difference in the outgoing angle of neighboring beams

(Angular resolution)

Footprint The area on the target illuminated by the beam

Relative footprint The ratio of the beam diameter at intersection with the cylinder

divided by the cylinder diameter, in percent

2. Materials and Methods44

2.1. Terminology45

The terminology used in this paper is defined in Table 1 and Figure 1.46

2.2. Point measurements by a laser scanner47

A point measurement by a time-of-flight (ToF) laser scanner is performed48

by measuring the time needed for a pulse to travel from the emitter of the49

laser scanner to the reflecting object and back to the detector. The distance50

is computed from the measured time, and the position of the point relative51

to the scanner is calculated from the distance together with the direction of52

the center of the beam.53
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Figure 1: Top view. The angular separation is the angle β between the centers of the laser

beams (black lines). The beam width, also called beam divergence, is marked with α. The

beam width is defined using the D4σ definition, which means that the width corresponds

to ±2σ of the normally distributed beam intensity. If β < α, there is an overlap between

the beams, indicated by γ. Often, real world laser scanners have a positive overlap to

ensure that objects cannot go undetected between the laser beams. Note that the angles

are exaggerated here for visibility.

The exact timing of the echo detection depends on the shape of the echo54

and the echo detection method. Common detection methods are either based55

on intensity thresholds, leading edge slopes, constant fraction of amplitude,56

or intensity maxima (Jutzi and Stilla, 2003; Wagner et al., 2004; Shan and57

Toth, 2009). If the emitted pulse is square and the incidence angle at the58
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target is perpendicular, the echo signal will be close to square. In that case,59

the different detection methods will give almost the same results. However, if60

the laser pulse hits a slanted or curved surface, where the measured distance61

varies within the footprint, the echo will be distorted (see Figure 2; Jutzi62

and Stilla (2003); Shan and Toth (2009)). The distortion is affected by the63

angle of incidence and the size of the footprint, which in turn depends on the64

beam width and the distance to the target. The distortion will be especially65

pronounced if part of the beam falls outside the target, the likelihood of66

which additionally depends on the angular separation (Pesci et al., 2011).67

Finally, variation in target reflectivity can further influence the shape of the68

echo signal. The echo distortion and its effect on the timing is discussed in69

detail in Section 2.4.70

2.3. Laser scanner specifications71

The information about the technical parameters and the precision of a72

particular laser scanner is typically found in the data sheet published by73

the manufacturer. In Table 2, we list the parameters of four laser scanners74

that have been used for tree stem diameter measurements (Hellström et al.75

(2012); Ringdahl et al. (2013); Olofsson et al. (2014); Forsman et al. (2016);76

Jaakkola et al. (2017) and others). Three scanners were mobile line (”2D”)77

laser scanners (SICK LMS 511, SICK LMS 221, Velodyne VLP16) and one78

was a stationary (”3D”) scanner (Trimble TX8). Comparing data sheets79

from different manufacturers can be non-trivial since the listed parameters80

generally do not follow the same standard. We thus emphasize that some81

tabulated numbers have been deduced to the best of our knowledge from82

the actual numbers in the data sheets and other technical documentation.83
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Figure 2: Illustration of a scene with a laser scanner and a tree. A square pulse is emitted

from the laser scanner and the time is measured when the echo is detected. From the time

measurement, the distance is calculated. The area on the target illuminated by the pulse

is called the footprint. If the angle of incidence at the target is not perpendicular, the

footprint will be smeared out, resulting in a distorted echo with a slanted leading edge.

As a result, a timing error may be introduced.

Comparing error levels is equally non-trivial, as the specified errors are a84

mix of random errors and/or systematic errors at different ranges or range85

intervals. We observe that, in the cases where such information was avail-86

able, the declared errors were specified for a flat, white, diffuse surface at a87
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Table 2: Laser scanner data, according to the manufacturers (SICK, 2012, 2015; Velodyne,

2017; Trimble, 2015). Some values have been deduced from the manufacturer’s published

values for point spacing and footprint.

Laser Beam Footprint Angular Wavelength Statistical Systematic

scanner width at 10m separation [nm] error error

SICK LMS 221 0.8◦ 14 cm 0.25, 0.5, 1◦ 905 N.A. 35 mm at 30 m

15 mm at 10 m

SICK LMS 511 0.26 - 0.63◦ 4.5-11 cm 0.1667, 0.25, 895-915 8 mm 35 mm

0.33, 0.5, (at 10-20m) (at 10-20m)

0.667, 1◦

Velodyne VLP16 0.18◦ 3.1 cm 0.1-0.4◦ 903 +/- 3 cm N.A.

Trimble TX8 0.02◦ 0.35 cm 0.01-0.04◦ 1500 <2 mm <2 mm

perpendicular angle of incidence.88

2.4. Simulation89

A simulation of a horizontal scanning by a line laser scanner of a tree, rep-90

resented by a vertical cylinder, was implemented in MATLAB (www.mathworks.com).91

The laser beam was modelled as a cone with a fixed opening angle with its tip92

at the laser scanner. The emitting spot on the scanner was defined as a dot93

of zero size, and the beam waist was ignored. The laser beam was spatially94

divided into multiple rays. The intensity of each ray was chosen to match the95

gaussian intensity distribution of the beam (see Figure 3) over the extended96

interval ±3σ. The extension of the simulation outside ±2σ was done to avoid97

any artifacts caused by ignoring the small but non-zero energy outside the98

main beam. A square pulse of duration 3 ns was emitted from the scanner,99

corresponding to a pulse length of 1 m at the speed of light. The return100

signal of each ray was computed as the idealized diffuse reflection according101
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to Lambert’s cosine law (Shan and Toth, 2009) at the point of intersection102

between the ray and the cylinder. Neither reflectance nor absorption were103

modelled, resulting in a uniform reflectivity.104

The beam return signal was aggregated by summation of the returned105

ray signals and discretized in time to accurately sample the leading edge of106

the signal (see figures 4 and 5). When the angle of incidence coincides with107

the surface normal and the variation in target distance within the footprint108

is small, all rays are reflected almost instantly, and the resulting signal has109

a steep leading edge (see Figure 5). In contrast, when the angle of incidence110

is oblique and there is a variation in target distance within the footprint,111

the rays will be reflected over a longer time period and the leading edge112

will be less steep. For a flat surface with a minor variation in the angle of113

incidence within the footprint, the leading edge would be an almost straight114

line between zero and maximum amplitude. If the surface is curved within115

the footprint, thus causing a larger variation in angle of incidence, the shape116

of the leading edge will be more complex, but always with a gradual rise (see117

figures 5 and 6).118

A perfect echo detection method would return the time that corresponds119

to the echo of the center of the beam. If the echo detection method is a low120

fraction of the maximum amplitude, the gradual rise will result in a “too121

early” detection of the echo. When the detection time is combined with the122

outgoing angle of the beam center, the computed point is in front of the123

surface, biased towards the scanner. Furthermore, as illustrated in Figure 4,124

the bias towards the scanner varies along the curved surface of the cylinder.125

Near the edges of the cylinder, a beam aimed outside but near the cylinder126
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will partially illuminate the cylinder. If the beam is wide enough, and the127

returned signal is strong enough, an echo might be detected, resulting in a128

point outside the cylinder.129
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Figure 3: The spatial intensity distribution of the beam was assumed to follow a Gaussian

distribution with standard deviation σ. The beam width was defined to correspond to

±2σ (left, solid line). In the simulation, the square grid enclosing the ±3σ region (left,

dotted line) was spatially divided into rays (right). The ray intensity follows the Gaussian

distribution (left) and is illustrated using transparency. The weakest rays in the corners

of the square are invisible in the figure and contribute marginally to the signal. The dots

mark points of intersection between the rays and a cylinder.

2.5. Simulation parameters130

Three kinds of parameters were involved in the simulation:131

1. Scanner parameters: Beam width, angular separation between beams,132

pulse length, and echo detection method.133

2. Object parameters: The cylinder radius and the distance between the134

scanner and the cylinder.135
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Figure 4: Footprint smearing on a cylinder. Footprints are indicated by colored non-

overlapping circular arcs. In this example a 50 cm diameter object is scanned (the smaller

circle) at 5 m distance with beam width 0.8◦, angular separation 0.8◦, and 201 × 201 rays.

The incidence angles of the four enlarged areas are 90◦, 75◦, 59◦, and 38◦, respectively.

The rightmost footprint (yellow) is smeared about 10 cm in depth, resulting in a point

offset of 3 cm along the beam center. A circular fit (the wider, red circle) to the computed

points overestimates the diameter by 4.2 cm, or 8.4%.

3. Simulation parameters: Number of rays per beam and number of time136

steps.137
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Figure 5: The simulated temporal signals (501 timesteps) reflected off the highlighted

footprints in Figure 4. In our simulation, the echo is detected when the leading edge of

the signal reaches 10% (dashed line) of an ideal return. The red line represents a reflection

in the normal direction (90◦) resulting in a 100% signal intensity. For lower angles of

incidence, a smaller part of the signal is reflected back to the detector, and the steepness

of the leading edge decreases. Note that with the small steepness of the first flank, an

adjustment of a detection threshold would influence the measurement. A low threshold

results in a detection earlier than the two-way return time for the center of the footprint.

The scanner parameters were selected to match the properties of known138

hardware (Table 2). The object parameters were selected to match possible139

practical forest applications, with cylinder diameters of 10 cm, 20 cm, 36 cm,140
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Figure 6: Illustration of the spatiotemporal behaviour of the orange echo (59◦ angle of

incidence) in Figures 4 and 5. In the bottom row, the return signal as function of time is

shown, with three timestamps. In the middle row, the irradiance pattern of the cylinder

within the footprint is marked in orange for each timestamp. The footprint of the main

(±2σ) beam is indicated by the large black dots with dotted lines indicating the (±3σ)

extent of the simulation. The top row shows the reflected signal of the extended footprint

as it would be seen by a 2D image sensor. The intensity value in the bottom plot is the sum

of the image intensities at the top. The variation of incidence angle within the footprint

causes the reflected signal to be spatially asymmetric about the beam center (barely visible

in the top center image) and introduces non-linearities into the leading edge.
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and 50 cm, and scanning distances of 5 m, 10 m and 20 m. The simulation141

parameters were selected during the evaluation of the simulation; a spatial142

discretization of the beams into 101×101 rays and a time discretization into143

501 timesteps were eventually selected. The resulting time increments were144

shorter than 0.01 ns. Any increase in the number of discretization steps had145

marginal effect on the simulation results.146

The implemented echo detection method was based on our understanding147

of the SICK LMS511 scanner that has been used for estimation of stem148

parameters in several studies (Kato et al., 2014; Forsman et al., 2016; Wang149

et al., 2017). According to the operating instructions (SICK, 2015), the150

scanner can detect an object with 10% reflectance at 80 m, and detect up151

to five echoes for each pulse. This suggests that only a small fraction of the152

signal energy is needed to detect an echo. Thus, in this simulation, we defined153

an echo as detected when the intensity amplitude reached 10% of that of an154

ideal return at that distance. The same echo detection method was used for155

all simulations, isolating the beam width and the angular separation as the156

only scanner variables.157

3. Experiments and Results158

3.1. Reference laser scanning159

In order to investigate the effect of the reflective properties of a cylinder,160

and to create some reference data for evaluation of the simulation, an experi-161

ment with a SICK LMS 221 line laser scanner was performed. A gray painted162

cylindrical concrete column with diameter 36 cm at 5 m distance was used163

as the reference target. The column was scanned multiple times with differ-164
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Table 3: The estimated mean diameter of a column covered with different materials based

on multiple (n = 150) repeated scans. The true diameter was 0.36 m. The standard

deviations for the diffuse materials were less than 6 mm, except for the Al-foil that was

about 85 mm.

Surface Gray paint White paper White cloth Black cloth Al-foil

Estimated diameter [m] 0.41 0.41 0.42 0.43 0.30

Rel. error 14% 14% 17% 19% -17%

ent materials covering the surface. The materials were aluminum foil, white165

paper, white shiny cloth, black matte cloth, and none (i.e., just the painted166

concrete column) to serve as the reference setting. Multiple (n=150) scans167

were obtained for each material. The scanner settings were Angular resolu-168

tion = 0.25, Angular range = 100, and Distance measurement mode = mm.169

The scanner was untouched between scans. The position and diameter of the170

column was computed by a circle fit to the measured points obtained from171

each scan.172

The results were consistent between the diffuse surface materials (Table173

3). Nineteen points were detected on the column in each scan, with lit-174

tle variability in the positions of the detected points. The true diameter175

was overestimated by 14%–19% (Table 3 and Figure 7). In contrast, for176

the aluminum foil, only seven points were detected and the diameter was177

underestimated by 17%.178

3.2. Simulation experiments179

Simulation 1 was performed for four cylinder diameters (10, 20, 36 and180

50 cm) at 5, 10 and 20 m distance from the scanner. Seven beam widths181

were simulated in combination with realistic angular separation values. Five182
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Figure 7: Detected points and fitted circles for n=150 scans by the SICK LMS 221 scanner

of a concrete column covered with different materials. The mean coordinate for each point

and material is plotted together with a fitted circle. The true column diameter is indicated

by the black circle.

combinations were selected to match the scanners presented in Table 2. In183

addition, two intermediate values were used to bridge the gap between the 3D184

laser scanner and the line laser scanners. The relative error in the diameter185

estimation and the number of points detected on the stem were recorded.186

The results are presented in Table 4.187

Overall, the errors increased with larger scanning distances and smaller188
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object diameters. Furthermore, the errors increased with larger relative foot-189

prints. In particular, all results for a relative footprint of at least 14% resulted190

in at least 10% overestimation of the diameter. Additionally, the errors in-191

creased with decreasing number of detected points. When the number of192

points fell below about ten points, the increase in diameter estimation error193

was dramatic and unpredictable. The estimated diameters were especially194

influenced by the position of the outermost points. In some cases, diame-195

ters of more than 100 times the true diameter were recorded, typically when196

points described a flat line rather than a circle segment, as in Figure 8 (cen-197

tre). In a few observed cases, the estimated circle was placed on the scanner198

side of the points. Three examples of large errors are shown in Figure 8.199

In Simulation 1, the beam width and angular separation values increase200

together. It is thus difficult to distinguish their individual effects on the esti-201

mation errors. In order to isolate the effect of the beam width, Simulation 2202

was constructed to use the smallest angular separation of 0.01◦ for all beam203

widths. The results are presented in Table 5. Overall, the decreased angular204

separation compared to Simulation 1 resulted in more detected points, espe-205

cially for smaller cylinders and at longer distances. However, the increase in206

number of points only produced a scattered improvement in the estimation207

error. In fact, all diameter estimation errors of at least 10% still correspond208

to a relative footprint of 14% or more. An interesting observation is that209

the relative errors based on at least 15 cylinder points could be explained210

by a quadratic function of the relative footprint (see Figure 9). Estimates211

based on fewer than 15 cylinder points also show a quadratic tendency but212

are more scattered.213
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Table 4: Relative error (e) in % and number of recorded points (n) for the combinations

of beam width (BW) and angular separation (AS) for the simulated cylinder diameters at

distances 5, 10, and 20 m. Cells marked with grey correspond to where the footprint was

at least 14% of the diameter. Empty cells had less than 3 detected points on the stem. A

* marks an error larger than 1000%. When about 10 or fewer echoes were recorded from

a cylinder, the relative error of the diameter estimation increased unpredictably.

Variation in scanning parameters and effect on measurements

BW 0.02◦ 0.05◦ 0.1◦ 0.18◦ 0.26◦ 0.63◦ 0.8◦

AS 0.01◦ 0.025◦ 0.05◦ 0.1◦ 0.167◦ 0.33◦ 0.25◦

Diam Dist

[m] [m] e n e n e n e n e n e n e n

0.10 5 2 113 2 46 7 23 17 11 26 7 47 5 127 6

10 2 57 4 24 21 11 21 7 84 4 * 3

20 4 29 21 11 49 6 115 4

0.20 5 0.7 227 1 92 2 46 5 23 9 14 36 7 42 10

10 1 114 3 45 4 24 16 11 27 7 145 4 127 6

20 2 57 6 23 18 11 22 7 24 5 * 3

0.36 5 0.4 411 0.5 165 0.9 83 3 41 4 25 16 12 17 17

10 0.4 206 1 82 3 41 7 20 8 13 34 7 50 9

20 0.9 103 3 41 6 21 13 11 36 6 531 3 250 5

0.50 5 0.3 571 0.5 227 1 113 2 57 3 34 10 17 12 23

10 0.4 284 0.8 114 2 57 4 28 5 18 22 9 30 12

20 0.6 143 2 57 4 29 8 15 22 8 24 6 83 7
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Table 5: Relative error (e) in % and number of points (n) for all simulated beam widths

(BW) with constant angular separation (AS) for the simulated cylinders at distances 5,

10, and 20 m. Cells marked with grey correspond to where the footprint was at least 14%

of the diameter. The first column is the same as in Table 4.

Variation in scanning parameters and effect on measurements

BW 0.02◦ 0.05◦ 0.1◦ 0.18◦ 0.26◦ 0.63◦ 0.8◦

AS 0.01◦ 0.01◦ 0.01◦ 0.01◦ 0.01◦ 0.01◦ 0.01◦

Diam Dist

[m] [m] e n e n e n e n e n e n e n

0.10 5 2 113 3 114 5 116 10 119 17 122 63 139 81 150

10 2 57 6 57 12 60 23 64 40 68 161 89 277 98

20 4 29 13 30 33 32 78 36 148 40 672 62 710 73

0.20 5 0.7 227 1 228 2 229 5 230 8 232 22 248 32 255

10 1 114 3 114 5 116 10 119 18 121 60 140 87 149

20 2 57 5 58 13 59 28 63 45 67 158 89 276 98

0.36 5 0.4 411 0.6 411 1 410 2 412 4 412 11 425 14 432

10 0.4 206 1 206 3 205 6 207 8 210 25 227 36 234

20 0.9 103 3 102 6 105 13 107 19 111 66 130 106 138

0.50 5 0.3 571 0.4 569 0.9 569 2 570 3 571 7 581 10 588

10 0.4 284 0.9 284 2 285 4 287 6 288 17 302 23 311

20 0.6 143 2 142 4 143 8 147 13 149 44 166 58 176
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Figure 8: Three examples of diameter estimations with large errors. All cases are based

on simulations of a wide beam (0.8◦). The left figure shows how the increasing point bias

towards the flanks of the cylinder results in an overestimation of the diameter by 158%.

The low point count is caused by a high angular separation (0.3◦). The outermost points,

“outside” the cylinder, are caused by reflections of beams just touching the cylinder. The

center figure shows an extreme example where an increase in the scanning distance led to

an even lower point count. The wide footprint has covered the closest point on the cylinder

for all measurements. The fitted circle actually has the laser scanner as the center point.

In the right figure, a low angular separation (0.02◦) results in a high point count. However,

the wide beam caused the point cloud to be dominated by points recorded off the side of

the cylinder. The diameter is overestimated by 270%.

4. Discussion214

In this paper, we have simulated point measurements made by a laser215

scanner on a cylindrical surface, such as a tree stem. The simulation used216

an idealized diffuse reflection and the target was assumed to have uniform217

reflection. The simulation showed that the reflection of the beam footprint218

off the cylinder caused the echo to have a complex non-linear shape. As the219

echo detection method, a 10% fraction of the ideal return signal was chosen,220

based on our understanding of one scanner (SICKS LMS511) that have been221
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Figure 9: The relative error of the estimated cylinder diameter as a function of the relative

footprint, coded by scanner-object distance and number of detected points on the cylinder.

The data is taken from Table 4 and Table 5. All estimates based on relative footprints

above 100% have been ignored. Each data point corresponding to a scanner-object distance

of 5 m, 10 m, and 20 m is marked with a ‘+’, ‘x’ and ‘o’, respectively. Data points based

on fewer than 15 cylinder points are colored red, otherwise black. The solid line is a least

squares fit of a quadratic function to the black data points.

used for tree diameter estimation of trees. The combined effect is that the222

computed points are biased towards the scanner and that the effect increases223

towards the flanks of the cylinder.224

If a circle fit is used to estimate the cylinder diameter, the bias in point225
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measurements will cause the diameter to be overestimated. This theoreti-226

cal result agrees with the overestimation reported by several stem diameter227

estimation studies. To investigate the magnitude of this effect, two simula-228

tion experiments were constructed with cylinder radii and scanning distances229

chosen to match practical forest applications. In the first experiment, combi-230

nations of beam width and angular separation values were chosen to roughly231

match existing scanners. In the second experiment, a small, constant, angu-232

lar separation of 0.01 was used to highlight the effect of the beam width on233

the result. The results show that the relative bias of the estimated diameter234

depended mainly on the size of the relative footprint, (i.e., the width of the235

illuminated cylinder region as a fraction of the cylinder diameter). The data236

suggest that if the relative bias is to be kept below 10%, the relative foot-237

print should be below 14%. The smaller angular separation of the second238

experiment increased the number of points but it did not reduce the overall239

dependency on the beam width. When the number of detected points on the240

cylinder fell below 10, the errors were large and unpredictable.241

For relative footprints up to 100%, the relative bias followed a quadratic242

function, assuming that there were at least 15 points on the cylinder. The243

quadratic function could potentially be used for calibration of diameter esti-244

mations. However, as the details of the echo detection may differ, we suggest245

that a practically used calibration function should be based on practical246

measurements using the hardware to be calibrated.247

Furthermore, a scanning experiment was performed to validate the sim-248

ulation and to investigate the effect of four diffuse and one highly reflective249

surface materials. The scanning results suggest that the material properties250
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had little effect on the overestimation as long as the surface material was251

diffuse. The simulated bias of 18% for the experimental setup was within the252

15%–19% range for the diffuse materials.253

Bu and Wang (2016) found that a high angular separation decreased the254

quality of the circular fit, as measured by the point RMSE. Although the255

RMSE in itself is not an indicator of the accuracy of the estimated diameter,256

their results suggest that a lower angular separation, and hence a larger257

number of points, will produce better diameter estimates. Our results suggest258

that a low angular separation is not enough to generate a good estimate,259

unless the beam width is also small.260

Maas et al. (2008) recommended that the error in the point distance mea-261

surement should be less than 10 mm for accurate stem diameter estimation.262

However, if the error is defined for a perpendicular reflection, the error on the263

flanks of a tree may be significantly larger and furthermore have a systematic264

error. Our results show that the size of the relative footprint should also be265

limited if a circle fit to the detected points is to be used for cylinder diameter266

estimation.267

However, if the quadratic signature of the relative bias present in our data268

can be verified by real scanner experiments, the bias may be possible to be269

reduced significantly, even for relative footprints up to 100%.270

Our results contain some cases where very large estimates were produced,271

especially for circular fits to less than 10 points. A closer inspection revealed272

a strong dependency on points detected outside or near the tree flanks. This273

may be a contributing error source in studies where circular fits have gener-274

ated very large overestimates, (e.g., Hellström et al. (2012)).275
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Olofsson et al. (2014) attributed some of the diameter estimation errors276

to an imperfect delineation of the tree stem in the point cloud. Our results277

suggest that an overestimate of the tree stem diameter can be present even278

when an appropriate delineation method is used.279

The diameters in this study have been estimated using a circle fit ap-280

proach. Viewing-angle-based methods, such as those described by Hellström281

et al. (2012); Ringdahl et al. (2013), should be less susceptible to the point282

bias. However, points detected outside the tree would still produce a positive283

bias in the estimated diameters.284

It is a limitation of this study that we have an incomplete understanding285

of the scanner hardware. The documentation provided for most laser scan-286

ners can be difficult to compare, since the manufacturers provide parameters287

using different standards. Furthermore, different terminology is used for the288

error specification. Usually, the errors are declared for a diffuse white wall,289

perpendicular to the laser beam. This measurement may be easy to repeat,290

but as our results suggest, the errors may be much larger in other settings,291

such as for the curved shape of a tree.292

The laser scanner manufacturers provide little to no details about the293

echo detection algorithms used by their hardware. Therefore, a simple echo294

detection algorithm was implemented, based on known facts about the multi-295

echo capabilities of some scanners and the findings by Wagner et al. (2004).296

A low echo detection threshold (10%) was selected. A higher threshold would297

give a smaller bias at the tree flanks, but at the expense of fewer flank points298

due to the low energy reflected back to the scanner. Investigation of the299

effect of other echo detection methods is a potential topic for future study.300
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In this study, the temporal and spatial discretization parameters were301

chosen to be high enough to remove any visible discretization effects. Real302

scanners may use coarser discretizations. Furthermore, the object surface303

used in this study was smooth and ideally diffuse, which is not represen-304

tative of real trees. Other limitations include that only one pulse length305

and no wavelength effects were simulated. We believe, however, the latter306

parameters would have only a small effect on the results.307

Our simulations are based on a single-scan approach, meaning that the308

tree stem diameter is estimated from a laser scanning from a single viewpoint.309

In this setting, our data suggest that none of the studied mobile laser scanners310

can produce a relative estimation bias below 10% over the tree diameters and311

scanning distances of interest, unless the bias can be compensated for. How-312

ever, mobile laser scanners are typically used to obtain points from different313

viewpoints that are combined into a single diameter estimation (Forsman314

et al., 2016). Obtaining high-quality points from multiple viewpoints around315

a single tree should reduce the overestimation caused by the point bias pre-316

sented in this paper. However, unless the point bias is compensated for, the317

final diameter estimate will still be positively biased, especially if points near318

the flanks from the respective viewpoints are included.319

This results of this study suggest that future work with MLS data should320

consider developing methods and models which compensate for the bias321

caused by wide beams. As the points reflected off the flanks of the tree con-322

tain the largest errors and have a low intensity, a straightforward technique323

to mitigate the problem could be to ignore low intensity points (Forsman324

et al., 2016). The relation between the bias of the diameter estimation and325
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the relative footprint could be utilized to construct a compensation model.326

Such a model would need to be adapted to the specific model of hardware,327

to take into account the effect of the actual echo detection method into.328

5. Conclusion329

This simulation study shows that a positive bias of stem diameter esti-330

mations is expected when using laser scanners with wide beams. The bias331

follows a quadratic function of the relative footprint, which depends on the332

laser beam width, the object diameter and the scanning distance. We sug-333

gest that users of mobile laser scanning should be aware of this phenomenon,334

select suitable hardware for the application and when necessary, construct a335

compensation function for the used system in order to reduce the bias.336
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